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Abstract— This paper considers blind channel identification and sig-
nal separation in long-code CDMA systems. First, by modeling the
received signals and MUIs as cyclostationary processes with modulation
introduced cyclostationarity, long-code CDMA system is characterized
using a time-invariant system model. Secondly, based on the time-
invariant model, multistep linear prediction method is used to reduce
the intersymbol interference introduced by multipath propagation, and
channel estimation can then be performed using the non-constant
modulus precoding technique and the matrix pencil approach. After
channel estimation, equalization is carried out using cyclic Wiener filter.
Simulation examples are provided to illustrate the proposed approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

In addition to intersymbol and interchip interference, one of the key
obstacles for signal detection and separation in CDMA systems is the
detrimental effect of multiuser interference to the performance of the
receivers and the overall communication system. Comparing to the
conventional single user detectors where interfering users are modeled
as noise, significant improvement can be obtained with multiuser
detectors where MUI is explicitly part of the signal model [19].

In literature [11], if the spreading sequences are periodic and repeat
every information symbol, the system is referred to as short code
CDMA, and if the spreading sequences are aperiodic or essentially
pseudo-random, it is known as long-code CDMA. Since multiuser
detection relies on the cyclostationarity of the received signal, which
is significantly complicated by the time-varying nature of the long-
code system, research on multiuser detection has largely been limited
to short code CDMA. On the other hand, due to its robustness and
performance stability in frequency fading environment, long-code is
widely used in virtually all operational and commercially proposed
CDMA systems, as shown in Fig.1. Actually, each user’s signal is
first spread using a code sequence spanning over just one symbol or
multiple symbols. The spread signal is then further scrambled using
a long-periodicity pseudo-random sequence. This is equivalent to the
use of an aperiodic (long) coding sequence as in long code CDMA
system, and the chip-rate sampled signal and MUIs are generally
modeled as time-varying vector processes. The time-varying nature of
the received signal model in the long code case severely complicates
the equalizer development approaches, since consistent estimation of
the needed signal statistics can not be achieved by time-averaging
over the received data record.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a long-code DS-CDMA System

More recently, multiuser detection methods targeted at the long-
code CDMA systems have been proposed [1], [6], [14], [20]–[23].

These algorithms either use frame-by-frame strategy or symbol-by-
symbol process, as a result, they need to calculate the SVD (singular
value decomposition) of a huge matrix or the SVD of a modest code
matrix for each symbol.

With the observation that channels remain approximately stationary
over each time slot, the underlying channel of a long code CDMA
system can be modeled as a time-invariant MIMO system. Actually,
the received signals and MUIs can be modeled as cyclostationary
processes with modulation induced cyclostationarity [9], [10], thus
providing a platform for development of blind channel estimation
and equalization approaches for long code CDMA signal detection
and separation.

In this paper, based on the time-invariant model, we consider
blind channel estimation and signal separation for long-code CDMA
systems using multistep linear predictors. Linear prediction-based
approach for MIMO model was first proposed by Slock in [13],
and developed by others in [4], [5], [8], [16]. It has been reported
[5], [16] that compared with subspace methods, linear prediction
methods can deliver more accurate channel estimates and are more
robust to overmodeling in the channel order estimate. In this paper,
multistep linear prediction method is used to separate the intersymbol
interference introduced by multipath channel, and channel estima-
tion can then be performed using non-constant modulus precoding
technique in combination with the matrix pencil approach [3]. After
channel estimation, equalization is carried out using cyclic Wiener
filter. Simulation examples are provided to illustrate the proposed
approaches.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a DS-CDMA system with M users and K receive
antennas, as shown in Fig.2. Assume the processing gain is N , that
is, there are N chips per symbol. Let uj(k) (j = 1, · · · , M) denote
User j’s kth symbol. Assume that the code sequence extends over Lc

symbols, in this paper, without loss of generality, we choose Lc = 2,
the results can be extended directly to the cases where Lc > 2.
Let cj = [cj(0), cj(1), · · · , cj(N − 1), cj(N), · · · , cj(2N − 1)]
denote User j’s spreading code sequence. For notations used for each
individual user, please refer to Fig.1. When k is an even integer, the
spread signal (at chip rate) with respect to uj(k) and uj(k + 1) is

[rj(kN), · · · , rj((k + 2)N − 1)]
= [uj(k)cj(0), · · · , uj(k)cj(N − 1),

uj(k + 1)cj(N), · · · , uj(k + 1)cj(2N − 1)].

The successive scrambling process is achieved by

[sj(kN), · · · , sj((k + 2)N − 1)]

= [rj(kN), · · · , rj((k + 2)N − 1)]. ∗
[dj(kN), dj(kN + 1), · · · , dj((k + 2)N − 1)] (1)
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a conventional long-code DS-CDMA System

where “.*” stands for point-wise multiplication, and
[dj(kN), dj(kN + 1), · · · , dj(kN + N − 1)] denotes the chip rate
scrambling sequence with respect to symbol uj(k). Define

[vj(kN), · · · , vj((k + 2)N − 1)]
∆
= [uj(k)dj(kN), · · · , uj(k)dj(kN + N − 1),

uj(k + 1)dj((k + 1)N), · · · , uj(k + 1)dj((k + 2)N − 1)],

we get

[sj(kN), sj(kN + 1), · · · , sj((k + 2)N − 1)]

= [vj(kN), vj(kN + 1), · · · , vj((k + 2)N − 1)]

. ∗ [cj(0), cj(1), · · · , cj(2N − 1)]. (2)

If we regard the chip rate vj(n) as the input signal of User j, then
sj(n) is the precoded transmit signal corresponding to the jth user
and

sj(n) = vj(n)cj(n), n ∈ Z, j = 1, 2, · · ·M. (3)

where cj(n) = cj(n + 2N) serves as a periodic precoding sequence
with period 2N . We note that this form of periodic precoding has
been suggested by Serpedin and Giannakis in [12] to introduce
cyclostationarity in the transmit signal, thereby making blind channel
identification based on second-order statistics in symbol-rate sampled
single carrier system possible. More general idea of transmitter-
induced cyclostationarity has been suggested previously in [7], [15].
In [2], non-constant precoding technique has been applied to blind
channel identification and equalization in OFDM-based multiantenna
systems.

Based on Fig.1 and Fig.2, the received chip-rate signal at the pth
antenna (p = 1, 2, · · · , K) can be expressed as

yp(n) =
M∑

j=1

L−1∑
l=0

g
(p)
j (l)sj(n − l) + wp(n). (4)

where wp(n) is the pth antenna additive white noise. Let s(n) =
[s1(n), s2(n), · · · , sM (n)]T be the precoded signal vector. Collect
the samples at each receive antenna and stack them into a K × 1
vector, we get the following time-invariant MIMO system model

y(n) = [y1(n), y2(n), · · · , yK(n)]T =

L−1∑
l=0

H(l)s(n − l) + w(n),

(5)
where

H(l) =


g
(1)
1 (l) g

(1)
2 (l) · · · g

(1)
M (l)

g
(2)
1 (l) g

(2)
2 (l) · · · g

(2)
M (l)

...
...

. . .
...

g
(K)
1 (l) g

(K)
2 (l) · · · g

(K)
M (l)


K×M

(6)

and w(n) = [w1(n), w2(n), · · ·wK(n)]T .

Define H(z) =
L−1∑
l=0

H(l)z−l, it then follows that

y(n) = H(z)s(n) + w(n)
∆
= ys(n) + w(n). (7)

In the following section, channels are estimated based on the
desired user’s code sequence and the following assumptions:

(A1) The multiuser sequences {uj(k)}M
j=1 are zero mean, mutually

independent and i.i.d. Take E{|uj(k)|2} = 1 by absorbing any
non-identity variance of uj(k) into the channel.

(A2) The scrambling sequences {dj(k)}M
j=1 are mutually indepen-

dent i.i.d. BPSK sequences, independent of the information
sequences.

(A3) The noise is zero mean Gaussian, independent of the information
sequences, with E{w(k + l)wH(k)} = σ2

wIKδ(l) where IK is
the K × K identity matrix.

(A4) H(z) is irreducible when regarded as a polynomial matrix of
z−1, i.e., Rank{H(z)} = M for all complex z except z = 0.

III. BLIND CHANNEL IDENTIFICATION BASED ON MULTISTEP

LINEAR PREDICTORS

In this section, first, multistep linear prediction method is used to
resolve the intersymbol interference introduced by multipath channel.
Secondly, based on the ISI-free MIMO model, two channel estimation
approaches are proposed: one is based on non-constant modulus
precoding, and the other is based on matrix pencil technique.

A. ISI Reduction and Separation Based on Multistep Linear Predic-
tors

Based on the results in [16]–[18], it can be shown that under
(A1)-(A4), finite length predictors exist for the noise-free channel
observations

ys(n) = H(z)s(n) =

L−1∑
l=0

H(l)s(n − l)

such that it has the following canonical representation:

ys(n) =

Ll∑
i=l

A
(l)
n,iys(n − i) + e(n|n − l), l = 1, 2, · · · , (8)

for some Ll ≤ M(L − 1) + l − 1, where the l-step ahead linear
prediction error e(n|n − l) is given by

e(n|n − l) =

l−1∑
i=0

H(i)s(n − i) (9)

satisfying

E{e(n|n − l)yH
s (n − m)} = 0, ∀m ≥ l. (10)

Therefore, based on (8) and (10), the coefficient matrices A
(l)
n,i’s can

be determined from

E{ys(n)yH
s (n−m)} =

Ll∑
i=l

A
(l)
n,iE{ys(n−i)yH

s (n−m)},∀m ≥ l.

(11)
Actually, consider

Rs(n, k)
∆
= E{s(n)sH(n − k)}
= diag[|c1(n)|2, · · · , |cM (n)|2]δ(k), (12)

it follows that Rs(n, k) is periodic with respect to n

Rs(n, k) = Rs(n + 2N, k)
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(where N is the processing gain) since cj(n) = cj(n + 2N) for
j = 1, 2, · · · , M . Note that Rs(n, k) = 0 for any k �= 0, define
Rs(n)

∆
= Rs(n, 0), then

Rs(n) = Rs(n + 2N). (13)

It follows that the K × K auto-correlation matrix of the noise-free
channel output

Rys(n, k)
∆
= E{ys(n)ys

H(n − k)}

=

L−1∑
l=0

H(l)Rs(n − l)HH(l − k) (14)

is also periodic with period 2N in this circumstance. In (11), let
m = l, l + 1, · · · , Ll, we have

[A
(l)
n,l, A

(l)
n,l+1, · · · , A

(l)
n,Ll

]

= [Rys (n, l), · · · ,Rys(n, Ll)]R#(n, l, Ll) (15)

where # stands for pseudo-inverse and R(n, l, Ll) is a (Ll − l +
1)K × (Ll − l + 1)K matrix with its ijth K ×K block element as
Rys(n− l− i+1, j − i) = E{ys(n− l− i+1)ys

H(n− l− j +1)}
for i, j = 0, · · · , Ll − l. And Rys(n, k) can be estimated from

Ry(n, k)
∆
= E{y(n)yH(n − k)} = Rys(n, k) + σ2

nIKδ(k). (16)

through noise variance estimation, please see [16], [17] for more
details.

Now define el(n)
∆
= e(n|n − l) − e(n|n − l + 1) and let

E(n)
∆
=


ed+1(n + d)

ed(n + d − 1)
...

e2(n + 1)
e(n|n − 1)

 .

It then follows from (9) that

E(n) =


H(d)

H(d − 1)
...

H(0)

 s(n)
∆
= H̃s(n) (17)

where

H̃
∆
=


H(d)

H(d − 1)
...

H(0)

 (18)

Thus, we obtained an ISI free MIMO model (17).

B. Channel Estimation based only on Non-Constant Modulus Pre-
coding

Consider the correlation matrix of E(n)

RE(n)
∆
= E{E(n)EH(n)} = H̃Rs(n)H̃H

= H̃diag{|c1(n)|2, |c2(n)|2, · · · , |cM (n)|2}H̃H

Note that cj(n) = cj(n + 2N), j = 1, 2, · · · , M , so RE(n) is
periodic with period 2N . The Fourier series of RE(n) is

SE(m) =

2N−1∑
n=0

RE(n)e−i πmn
N

= H̃Cs(m)H̃H (19)

where

Cs(m)
∆
= diag(

2N−1∑
n=0

|c1(n)|2e−i πmn
N · · · ,

2N−1∑
n=0

|cM (n)|2e−i πmn
N )

= diag(Cs1(m), · · · , CsM (m)).

The basic idea of this channel estimation algorithm is to design
precoding code sequences {cj(n)}2N−1

n=0 (j = 1, 2, · · · , M ) such that
for a given cycle m = mj , Csj (mj) �= 0 and Csk(mj) = 0 for all
k �= j. That is, all but one entry in Cs(m) are zero. Choose a
different cycle mj for each user (obviously, we need 2N > M ),
blind identification of each individual channel can then be achieved
through (19).

In fact, if for m = mj , Csj (mj) �= 0, but Csk(mj) = 0,∀k �= j,
then

SE(mj) = H̃ diag(0, · · · , 0, Csj (mj), 0, · · · , 0)H̃H . (20)

It then follows from (6), (18) and (20) that

gj = [g
(1)
j (d), · · · , g

(K)
j (d), · · · , g

(1)
j (0), · · · , g

(K)
j (0)]T (21)

can be determined up to a complex scalar from the K(d+1)×K(d+
1) Hermitian gjg

H
j . In other words, the channel responses from User

j to each receive antenna p = 1, 2, · · · , K can be identified up to a
complex scalar. This ambiguity can be removed either by using one
training symbol or using differential encoding.

C. Channel Estimation using Matrix Pencil Approach

Note that RE(n) = RE(n + 2N), we form a matrix pencil
{S1, S2} based on linear combination of {RE(n)}2N−1

n=0 with random
weighting. Let αi(n) be uniformly distributed in interval (0,1), where
i = 1, 2. Define

Si =
2N−1∑
n=0

αi(n)RE(n)

= H̃diag(

2N−1∑
n=0

αi(n)|c1(n)|2, · · · ,

2N−1∑
n=0

αi(n)|cM (n)|2)H̃H

∆
= H̃ΓiH̃

H , for i = 1, 2, (22)

According to the definition,

Γi = diag(

2N−1∑
n=0

αi(n)|c1(n)|2, · · · ,

2N−1∑
n=0

αi(n)|cM (n)|2), i = 1, 2

(23)
are two positively definited matrices.

Consider the generalized eigenvalue problem

S1x = λS2x ⇔ H̃(Γ1 − λΓ2)H̃
Hx = 0. (24)

If H̃ is of full column rank (which is ensured by assumption (A4)),
then (24) reduces to

(Γ1 − λΓ2)H̃
Hx = 0. (25)

By using random weighting, all the generalized eigenvalues corre-
sponding to (25),

λj =

2N−1∑
n=0

α1(n)|cj(n)|2

2N−1∑
n=0

α2(n)|cj(n)|2
, j = 1, 2, · · · , M (26)
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are distinct eigenvalues with probability 1. In this case, since Γ1 and
Γ2 are both diagonal, the generalized eigenvector xj corresponding
to λj should satisfy

H̃Hxj = βjIj , (27)

where βj is an unknown scalar, and Ij = [0, · · · , 1, · · · , 0]T with
1 in the j-th entry is the jth column of the M × M identity matrix
I [3].

It then follows from equation (24) and (27)that

S1xj = H̃Γ1H̃
Hxj

= βj

2N−1∑
n=0

α1(n)|cj(n)|2gj

where gj is as in (21). And gj can be determined up to a scalar once
the generalized eigenvector xj is obtained.

Remark 1: It should be noticed that the channel estimation algo-
rithm based only on the non-constant modulus precoding technique
puts a strong requirement on the coding sequences, which actually
requires that for a given cycle, all but only one antennas are nulled
out. When using the matrix pencil approach, this condition can be
relaxed to any non-constant modulus sequences which make λj in
26 be distinct for j = 1, 2, · · · , M.

IV. CHANNEL EQUALIZATION USING CYCLIC WIENER FILTER

After the channel estimation, in this section, equalization/desired
user extraction is carried out using a MMSE cyclic Wiener filter.
Without loss of generality, assume User 1 is the desired user. we
want to design a chip-level K × 1 MMSE equalizer {fd(n, i)}Le−1

i=0

of length Le (Le ≥ L) which satisfies

fd(n, i) = fd(n + 2N, i), i = 0, 1, · · · , Le − 1. (28)

The equalizer output can be expressed as

v̂1(n − d) =

Le−1∑
i=0

fH
d (n, i)y(n − i) (29)

With the equalizer above, the MSE between the input signal and the
equalizer output is

E{|e(n)|2} = E

{∣∣∣∣Le−1∑
i=0

fH
d (n, i)y(n − i) − v1(n − d)

∣∣∣∣2
}

.

(30)
Applying the orthogonality principle, we obtain

E

{[Le−1∑
i=0

fH
d (n, i)y(n − i) − v1(n − d)

]
yH(n − k)

}
= 0 (31)

for k = 0, 1, · · · , Le − 1.
Recall that (please see (3)) if we define

C(n)
∆
= diag{c1(n), c2(n), · · · , cM (n)}, (32)

v(n)
∆
= [v1(n), v2(n), · · · , vM (n)]T , (33)

then

s(n) = [s1(n), s2(n), · · · , sM (n)]T = C(n)v(n). (34)

It then follows from (5) that

y(n) =
L−1∑
l=0

H(l)C(n − l)v(n − l) + w(n). (35)

Stacking Le successive y(n) together to form the KLe × 1 vector

Y (n) =


y(n)
y(n − 1)
...
y(n − Le + 1)

 ∆
= HC,nV (n) + W (n) (36)

where

HC,n =




H(0)C(n) · · · 0

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.
H(L − 1)C(n − L + 1) · · · H(0)C(n − Le + 1)

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.
0 · · · H(L − 1)C(n − Le − L + 2)




T

is a KLe × [(L + Le − 1)M ] matrix, V (n) = [v(n), v(n −
1), · · · ,v(n − Le − L + 2)]T and W (n) is defined in the same
manner as Y (n). It follows from (A1)-(A3) that

RY (n)
∆
= E{Y (n)Y H(n)} = HC,nHH

C,n + σ2
wIKLe (37)

Rv1Y (n, d)
∆
= E{v1(n − d)Y H(n)} = IH

d HH
C,n (38)

where Id = [0, · · · ,0, 1, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(d+1)′s M×1 block

, · · · ,0]H is the (Md +

1)th column of the M(L + Le − 1) × M(L + Le − 1) identity
matrix.

Define

f̃d(n)
∆
= [fd(n, 0), fd(n, 1), · · · , fd(n, Le − 1)]T (39)

be the KLe × 1 equalizer coefficients vector, then (31) can be
rewritten as

RY (n) f̃d(n) = HC,nId, (40)

it then follows that for n = 0, · · · , 2N − 1,

f̃d(n) = R#
Y (n) HC,nId (41)

where # denotes pseudo-inverse.

V. SIMULATION EXAMPLES

We consider the case of two users and four receive antennas. Each
user transfers QPSK signals. The spreading gain N = 16, and the
channelization code sequences spread over two symbols. The non-
constant modulus channelization codes are chosen to be:

c1 = [0.6857, 0.7145, 0.6356, 0.6849, 0.8433, 0.8036, 0.7597, 0.5856,

0.7488, 0.5641, 0.7300, 0.7542, 0.7482, 0.5870, 0.7902, 0.6172,

0.5409, 0.5474, 0.6425, 0.7834, 0.7520, 0.6743, 0.6904, 0.8114,

0.5829, 0.6913, 0.5939, 0.7339, 0.8608, 0.6380, 0.8207, 0.8808],

c2 = [0.6670, 0.7275, 0.8540, 0.6100, 0.7518, 0.6363, 0.5545, 0.6887,

0.7092, 0.6143, 0.6313, 0.7625, 0.5210, 0.8036, 0.7582, 0.6979,

0.8136, 0.6944, 0.6902, 0.6660, 0.6536, 0.6908, 0.6010, 0.8078,

0.7622, 0.5486, 0.6005, 0.6395, 0.6176, 0.8070, 0.6382, 0.8265].

The multipath channels have three rays, the multipath amplitudes
are Gaussian with zero mean and identical variance. The transmission
delays uniformly spread over 4 chip intervals. Complex zero mean
white Gaussian noise was added to the received signals. The nor-
malized mean-square-error of channel estimation (CHMSE) for the
desired user is defined as

CHMSE =
1

KIL

I∑
i=1

K∑
p=1

‖ ĝ
(p)
1 − g

(p)
1 ‖2

‖ g
(p)
1 ‖2

(42)
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where I stands for the number of Monto Carlo runs, and K is the
number of receive antennas. And SNR refers to the signal-to-noise
ratio with respect to the desired user and is chosen to be the same
at each receivers. The result is averaged over I = 100 Monto Carlo
runs. The channel is generated randomly in each run, and is estimated
based on a record of 512 symbols. The equalizer with length Le = 5
is constructed according to the estimated channel, and is applied to
a set of 3072 independent symbols in order to calculate the symbol
MSE for each Monto Carlo run. Channel estimation based on non-
constant modulus precoding is carried out with both direct estimation
and the matrix pencil approach. By “direct estimation”, we mean that
the channel estimation is obtained directly through the second-order
statistics of E(n) (see (17)) based on the non-constant precoding
technique, as presented in Section 3.2. Simulation results show that
matrix pencil approach delivers significantly better results.
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Fig. 3. Normalized MSE of channel estimation versus SNR, N=16, data
length = 512, averaged over 100 Monto Carlo runs
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Symbol MSE versus SNR, N=16, data length = 512,
averaged over 100 Monto Carlo runs
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